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Abstract 
Historical transport systems represent a significant part of the industrial heritage and their preserved parts belong to attractive, often visited, tourist destinations.  Such transport systems can also include river ferries, which were used to cross water-
courses where it was not technically possible or economically feasible to build a bridge. In this paper, we present the initial findings from the geographical research of historical localities of river ferries. The research includes both the identification of 
localities with the help of historical topographic maps and its projection into the current landscape, field visits with documentation of preserved buildings and their evaluation in terms of tourist attractiveness. The evaluation is based on the current use 
of preserved physical objects (if any), as well as forms of preservation of the genius loci of these localities. The initial testing of the approach was conducted over the Morava river basin in the south-eastern part of the Czech Republic. 
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Conclusion
The obtained results suggest that ferries in the studied area mainly played the role of a secondary way of overcoming the water 
flow, because there were bridges at main trade routes. The potential of using the sites of historic ferries as an attraction of rural 
areas depends on the current state of the place.
Few of the studied localities have preserved their genius loci, a rare exceptions being Nové Mlýny and Rohatec. In particular, 
places with a certain degree of preserved construction remains related to the existence of a ferry would deserve additional in-
formation. An info-board is already located in some places (or their vicinity), but this part of the history of the place is not men-
tioned.
Increasing the connectivity and accessibility of the territory only makes sense in places that are located in the current water-
course, well connected to tourist trails on both riversides and there is no other way to cross the watercourse nearby. Due to the 
width of the Morava River, a fixed connection in the form of a footbridge can be considered. In the study area such requirements 
are met in the first place by the former ferries Nedakonice, Babice, Slavíč and possibly also Moravská Nová Ves and Rohatec. 
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Field visits

Geolocation games and local toponyms
Geocaching - Only 1 of the 21 localities is currently mentioned in the game (GC2Q69D Hranice: Suchou nohou 
pres Becvu - Rybare). Two more sites had a cache in the past, but these have been already archived.

Waymarking - in the Czech Trigonometric Points category, WM9GQY “TB 4524-21 U přívozu” has ferry mentioned.

Local toponyms - The term “přívoz” (“ferry” in Czech language) appeared twice in the street name (Rohatec: “Přívoz”, 
Nedakonice: “U přívozu”), in oikonyms (“Přívoz” near Lanžhot, “Bzenec přívoz”) and most often in the agronyms 
(Lanžhot: “U přívozu”; Rohatec: “Přívozské Padělky” and Kostelany nad Moravou: “Přívozy”). The hydronyme “U 
kopčanského přívozu” is somewhat misleading - the lake from former meander of the Morava River and the fish-
ing area of the same name are located about 2 km from the real historical location of the ferry.

 Nedakonice: landscaping and adjacent house

 Mor.N.Ves - Kopčany: former ferryman’s house Babice: small remanant Nové Mlýny: memorial of drowned childern

 Rohatec: wharf for recreational use


